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ABSTRACT

We present an empirical model for the electron en-

ergy relaxation time. It is based on Monte-Carlo simu-

lation results and is applicable to all relevant diamond

and zinc-blende structure semiconductors. The energy

relaxation times are expressed as functions of the carrier

and lattice temperatures, and in the case of semiconduc-

tor alloys, of the material composition.

Keywords: energy relaxation time, simulation, mod-

els, compounds, devices.

INTRODUCTION

As scaling down of the transistor's gate length is pro-

gressing, more appropriate models taking into account

non-local e�ects are necessary [1], [2]. It is well known

that for submicron structures, the classic drift-di�usion

transport equations are insu�cient to describe properly

the physical behavior. Energy transport equations are

necessary to model the increase of the carrier tempera-

ture at high electric �elds [3]. Non-local e�ects, such as

overshoot or real space transfer, must be reproduced.

A constant energy relaxation time (�w), or a quadratic

dependence on the electron temperature [4], [5], are usu-

ally assumed. A precise simulation needs to include the

dependence of �w on the lattice and carrier tempera-

tures.

In this paper we present a new analytical model for

the electron energy relaxation time based on Monte-

Carlo simulation results [6]. The dependence on the

lattice and electron temperatures has been considered,

and also the material composition for the semiconductor

alloys. No doping concentration inuence is taken into

account.

In the following two sections the used methodology

is explained and the new model is presented. It is ap-

plied to Si, Ge and III-V binary materials, and is also

extended to semiconductor alloys.

METHODOLOGY

Depending on the semiconductor under investiga-

tion, di�erent results are available from Monte-Carlo

simulation results. Two methods - direct and indirect -

are used to obtain �w.

The Direct Method

For Si, Ge and GaAs, the dependence of the electron

energy relaxation time and the average electron energy,

w, on the electric �eld are available in [6]. The average

energy is approximated by the thermal energy with the

kinetic term being neglected:
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where mn, vn, and Tn are the electron mass, velocity

and temperature, respectively, and kB is the Boltzmann

constant.

This approximation together with the interpolation

of the Monte-Carlo simulation results for di�erent elec-

tric �elds allows to obtain directly �w as a function of

the electron temperature at di�erent lattice tempera-

tures. This procedure is called direct method.

The Indirect Method

In the case of binary and ternary III-V compounds,

such as InAs, AlAs, InxGa1�xAs, and AlxGa1�xAs, the

dependence of �w on the electric �eld is not available.

In this case we calculate �w in an indirect way using

the dependence of the electron velocity on the electric

�eld from [6]. The local energy balance equation [7] is

obtained by neglecting the energy ux:

�w =
3 �kB

2 �q
�

Tn � TL

vn �E
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where q is the electron charge, TL the lattice tempera-

ture, and E is the electric �eld.

Using (1) and (2), and the dependences of the av-

erage electron energy and the electron velocity on the

electric �eld, �w is extracted. This procedure is called

indirect method.

THE RELAXATION TIME MODEL

We use the following Gaussian function to model the

electron relaxation time as a function of the carrier and

lattice temperatures:
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Figure 1: Energy relaxation time as a function of elec-

tron temperature. Comparison of the model and MC

data for Si at several lattice temperatures.

The exibility of this function allows its easy adap-

tion to all considered materials. For Si, Ge, and III-V

binary materials, all parameters in (3) are summarized

in Table 1.

Table 1: Parameter values for non-alloy materials. �w;0
and �w;1 are given in ps, the rest are unitless.

Material �w;0 �w;1 C0 C1 C2 C3

Si 1.0 -0.538 0 0.0015 -0.09 0.17

Ge 0.26 1.49 0 -0.434 1.322 0

GaAs 0.48 0.025 0 -0.053 0.853 0.5

AlAs 0.17 0.025 61 -0.053 0.853 0.5

InAs 0.08 0.025 3 -0.053 0.853 0.5

GaP 0.04 0.21 10 -0.04 0 0

InP 0.5 0.21 -18 -0.04 0 0

In the case of III-V semiconductor alloys the depen-

dence of �w on the material composition (x) is included.

�w;0 and C0 are modeled as a quadratic function of x.

The parameters are summarized in Table 2.

Elementary and Binary

Semiconductors

The direct method is used for Si, Ge and GaAs, and

the indirect one for AlAs and InAs. For Si we can see

in Figure 1 the values for �w obtained from the model

(lines) and Monte-Carlo results (circles and triangles)

at di�erent lattice temperatures. The energy relaxation

time slightly decreases with the increase of the lattice

temperature. It is also observed that for high electron

temperatures, �w tends to saturate.
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Figure 2: Energy relaxation time as a function of elec-

tron temperature. Comparison of the model and MC

data for Ge.

At very low electron temperature �w starts to in-

crease. This e�ect is not reproduced by the model.

When the electron temperature is close to the lattice

temperature, the term (Tn � TL)=�w appearing in the

energy balance tends to zero (6). Thus, the inuence of

�w is negligible, and its increase can be neglected.

In GaAs and Ge similar behavior was observed at

very low electron temperature, and the same assump-

tions as for Si were made.

In the case of Ge Figure 2 shows that �w is nearly

independent of the lattice temperature, except for very

low electron temperature. Therefore, any lattice tem-

perature dependence is neglected (C3 = 0 in (3)). The

sharp initial fall is attributed to the increase of optical

and inter-valley scattering as the electrons are heated

by the �eld [8].

The results for GaAs are shown in Figure 3. At high

electron temperatures �w tends to some saturated value

and becomes independent of the lattice temperature.

For low and intermediate electron temperatures, the be-

havior can be attributed to the transition of electrons

from the � to the L valleys. The electron temperature

for which �w reaches the peak value is independent of

the lattice temperature. Its associated average energy

(1), 0:31 eV, is close to the energy di�erence between

the two valleys, 0:27 eV.

The lattice temperature dependence of �w in GaAs

is reverse to that observed in Si. For InP and GaP the

only available data are for room temperature.

Semiconductor Alloys

For all semiconductor alloys the indirect method is

used. It turns out, that by using (2), �w is overestimated
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Figure 3: Energy relaxation time as a function of elec-

tron temperature. Comparison of the model and MC

data GaAs at several lattice temperatures.

compared with the direct method. The following criteria

were assumed for compensation.

In Figure 4 �w for GaAs is shown as a function of the

electron temperature at 300 K as it results from both the

direct and indirect methods. We can see that the satu-

ration value of �w at high electron temperatures, �w;sat,

and the location of the peak, Tn;peak, are independent of

the methodology used. The similar behavior of the en-

ergy relaxation time �w in InxGa1�xAs and AlxGa1�xAs

to that in GaAs can be seen in Figure 5 and Figure 6.

Thus, we model �w for the III-V semiconductor alloys

by preserving the standard deviation and the amplitude

of the Gaussian function obtained for GaAs with the di-

rect method and by adjusting then the position with the

material composition dependence of �w;sat and Tn;peak.

For III-V semiconductor alloys, AxB1�xC, a quadratic

interpolation between the values from Table 1 for the bi-

nary compounds, AC and BC, is used to calculate �w;0
and C0. Thus we have:

�
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�
�

w;o
and C�

o
are referred to as nonlinear or bowing

parameters. The parameters used in this model are sum-

marized in Table 2.

The lattice temperature dependence of �w in GaAs is

preserved for both related alloy materials, AlxGa1�xAs

and InxGa1�xAs. This approximation is more accurate

for low material composition, which is more frequently

used (x < 0:3). For InGaP the only available data are

for room temperature.
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Figure 4: Energy relaxation time as a function of elec-

tron temperature. Results from direct and indirect

method for GaAs. TL = 300 K.

Table 2: Parameter values for alloy materials. �w;0 and

�w;1 are given in ps, the rest are unitless.

Material �
�

w;o
�w;1 C

�

o
C1 C2 C3

AlGaAs -0.35 0.025 -61 -0.053 0.853 0.5

InGaAs 1.8 0.025 -34 -0.053 0.853 0.5

InGaP -0.4 0.21 -5.2 -0.04 0 0

In Figure 5 the results of the model for AlxGa1�xAs

at 300 K for di�erent material compositions x are shown.

Note the shift of the electron temperature, at which �w
reaches its maximum, to lower values with the increase

of x. For high values (x > 0:4) no peak value of �w
is observed. This behavior can be attributed to the x

dependence of the �, L and X valley minima. When the

Al fraction changes from 0 to 0:3, the energy di�erence

between the � and L valleys varies between 0:27 and 0:1

eV. The corresponding change of the electron energy

associated to the peak of �w, varies between 0:31 to 0:1

eV. Furthermore, for Al contents x > 0:4 the X valleys

are the lowest ones, and the band gap becomes indirect.

This explains the absence of a peak of �w for x > 0:4.

For InxGa1�xAs similar results are obtained in Fig-

ure 6. There is a shift of the maximum �w to higher

values with the increase of the indium composition up

to x = 0:53. This can be explained with the electron

population change due to ��L transitions. For InAs a

quick shift to lower values is observed, not explained by

the dependence of the energy valleys on x. Monte-Carlo

simulation results show that at very high indium con-

tents the average electron energy decreases and the sat-

uration drift velocity increases very much, but no clear

results are available in this case.
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Figure 5: Energy relaxation time as a function of elec-

tron temperature for di�erent Al contents in AlGaAs at

room temperature.

MODEL APPLICATION

The model is integrated in the two-dimensional sim-

ulator MINIMOS-NT [1]. It is taken into account in the

energy balance equation [3]:

div Sn = grad

�
EC

q
�  

�
� Jn �

3 � kB

2
�

�

�
@ (n � Tn)

@t
+R � Tn + n �

Tn � TL

�w

�
(6)

where Sn is the energy ux. To model the heat genera-

tion, H , the relaxation terms are used as:

H =
3 � kB

2
�

�
n �

Tn � TL

�w;n
+ p �

Tp � TL

�w;p

�
(7)

CONCLUSIONS

A new electron energy relaxation time model for de-

vice simulation is presented. It is applied to the most

widely used semiconductors, and takes into account the

electron and lattice temperatures, and the material com-

position in the case of alloys.

The good agreement with the Monte-Carlo simula-

tion results and its simple analytical structure make it

attractive for device simulation.
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Figure 6: Energy relaxation time as a function of elec-

tron temperature for di�erent In contents in InGaAs at

room temperature.
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